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In Berlin, the (little) bears are in town!

The United Buddy Bears – The Minis, 1m tall variations of
the sculptures in the unifying international United Buddy
Bears exhibition, are shown on the Berlin square
Wittenbergplatz until 14th August. Right in the heart of
the City West, the bears are communicating the message
of living together in peace and harmony to Berliners and
visitors from all over the world and take them on a
journey around the globe. The bears are standing
together “hand in hand”, forming a circle around the
fountain in the southern part of the square.

On 4th July, the exhibition was opened by its initiators,
Eva and Klaus Herlitz. Angelika Schöttler, District Mayor
of Tempelhof-Schöneberg and patron of the exhibition,
also spoke with great warmth about this and other Buddy
Bear projects. The launch was an amazing experience for
children and adults from Berlin and for visitors of the
German capital. More than 30 artists from all over the
world were also present at the event. By applying the
individual designs to the tall and smaller bear sculptures,
they have played a significant role for this unique project.

European Award "Blue Bear"
Berlin On 9th Mai 2017, Europe Day, initiatives and
persons were honored with the European Award “Blue
Bear” for their engagement in the coalescence of Europe
and the promotion of the common European values. The
award presentation ceremony took place at Berlin’s City
Hall “Rotes Rathaus”.
During the celebration, Dr. Klaus Lederer, Senator for
Culture and Europe, awarded the “Blue Bear” to the
Berlin based team of “Pulse of Europe”. The second and
third prize were handed over to the „Junge Europäische
Bewegung Berlin-Brandenburg e.V.“ as well as the „Club
der polnischen Versager e.V.“.
This year the award presentation took place for the third
time and was supported once again by Buddy Bear Berlin
with the three prize trophies.

Big chainsaws for small Bears
Berlin As part of the IGA, the international gardening
exhibition in Berlin, a chainsaw competition took place
on 15th June 2017. Wood carvers from Germany,
Ecuador, England, Russia and Austria took up the
challenge to carve a Buddy Bear out of wood at the
“Gardens of the World” – in less than one hour.
Visitors of the gardening exhibition still have the chance
to see the results of this special competition on the IGAgrounds in Berlin‘s district of Mahrzahn.

Charity
Since 20th June 2001, when the Buddy Bears appeared
in Berlin’s streets and squares for the first time, Buddy
Bear activities and help for children in need have
formed an inseparable unit. Individual bears are
auctioned off at charity events in aid of UNICEF and
other child relief organizations on a regular basis.
We are proud of the current total proceed of

€ 2.252.000,-
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